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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

MAR20 1201 15 1210 1209 1201 MAR20 111,65 3,60 114,15 111,50 116,65

MAY20 1211 -16 1226 1205 1227 MAY20 112,70 4,40 113,85 108,45 112,70

JUL20 1241 -4 1254 1236 1245 JUL20 113,05 4,90 114,15 109,00 113,45

SEP20 1265 1 1278 1260 1264 SEP20 114,05 5,35 114,95 109,60 114,45
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1240-1250, 1200 & 1190-1180
Resistances: 1290, 1350, 1375 & 1400

New York ICE:

Supports: 110,50, 105,00, 102,50 & 98,00
Resistances: 115,00, 117,50 & 127,50
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last high low

1,07022 1,09818 1,06553

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

In a joint statement, the Federal Reserve, Bank of Canada, Bank of England, Bank of Japan, European Central Bank and Swiss National Bank pledged to use their

swap line arrangements to ensure that dollars keep flowing across the globe. They added a weekly offering of the world's reserve currency over a longer
maturity, and reduced the cost of the facility. Objective: Meeting the needs of companies and financial institutions rushing for dollars as the global payments

system undergoes severe strain due to the coronavirus.

Collapsing Real has been responsible for the increasing flow of business this week. Good volume has been traded for both current crop and forward crop as well.

Prices of Fine cup and extra fine cups have surpassed BR$600.00 for new crop coffees. Good cup and very good cup qualities were also reported trading for
immediate deliveries at prices between BR$550.00 up to BR$600.00 depending upon quality requirements, delivery terms and time of trading. Local roasters

keep trying to buy low grade qualities between BR$400.00-BR$410.00 but no sellers at all. It has been reported some punctual business to medium size roasters
at prices between BR$425.00 and BR$430.00 but big roasters have been supplied by cooperatives with bicas off cup qualities at prices between BR$480.00 and
BR$500.00.

The harvesting of the first robusta coffee beans from the 2020/21 crop has started in Rondônia, the number two robusta-producing state in Brazil, reports Cepea

in its newest wrap-up. So far, only earlier crops have been harvested, but agents expect activities to advance in the remaining areas until the end of March – and
to step up in April. Thus, some new coffee batches have arrived at the market. According to Cepea collaborators, favorable weather in the last months should

ensure a satisfactory quality to the crop.

Finally, a dry week in most of the coffee areas with some rains episodes in Zona da Mata, north of Espirito Santo and Bahia. So far this month, rains are much

below the historic levels in Parana, Sao Paulo and South of Minas while Zona da Mata, Espirito Santo and Bahia are above the historic rain level for this month.

Representatives from unions, terminals and the port authority agreed on a plan to keep Santos Port operations running while assuring workers’ health amid the
spread of coronavirus, Regis Prunzel, head of Sopesp, a group representing terminal operators in Sao Paulo state, says by message sent via his press official. In
a meeting Wednesday morning, the parties established a plan to guarantee the maintenance of operations amid “rumors” on the port shut down. Including

measures to avoid people agglomeration. A special committee was created to hold regular discussions on the status of operations and analyze the need of
additional measures given the status of the disease in Brazil.

Vietnam will temporarily suspend the issue of new visas, 15 to 30 days, for all foreign nationals to curb the spread of coronavirus. The government has advised

everyone to call off large gatherings and ordered them to wear masks in public places. All schools shut down since Tet and will not be re-opened till 5th April.

Business activities significantly slowed down as a result of coronavirus and market collapse.

Vietnam exported 173,789 tons, of coffee in February, up 19.8% from January. Actual coffee exports in February were higher than the government's estimate of

150,000 tons.

Most of the coffee cherry blossoming has now been completed in Vietnam. The forecast for next few days in Vietnam remains sunny without rain, except for
some showers in Daklak province.

In Colombia, the Peso weakened to an all-time record above 4,000 per USD, pushing internal prices to over 1 Mio per Carga. This, however, does not appear to

have any impact on the flow of coffee and nearby shipments, which are in demand, but has increased the fly crop business.

For the Colombian Coffee Growers Federation (FNC), the health and well-being of coffee farmers in Colombia, employees, customers, partners, allies, suppliers
and the community in general are a priority, especially in the current health situation of spread of the new coronavirus causing COVID-19. As part of the national
campaign “Everybody’s health is everybody’s business,” led by the institution itself (inviting the rest of the country to join), the FNC has adopted the necessary

measures to preserve everybody’s health and well-being from the Coronavirus at all levels, including its headquarters in Bogotá, departmental and municipal
coffee grower committees, Almacafé, Cenicafé, the freeze-dried coffee factory Buencafé Liofilizado de Colombia, Procafecol (Juan Valdez stores), the Coffee

Park, the Manuel Mejía Foundation, and other branches.

Costa Rica's coffee harvest rose by 12% to 1,915,959 46-kilo bags in 2019/20, recovering from a sharp fall by 14.6% in the previous season.

IHCAFE, Honduran Coffee Institute must launch, in a few days its new harvest estimate 19/20, which will be lower than previous season. The previous harvest

was a record with 7.3 million 60-kilo bags produced. There are already forecasts for a 25% reduction that would achieve a final figure of 5.47 million bags only.
Harvest started 4-5 weeks late and it is practically finished. Adverse weather and lack of manpower for harvesting have not improved situation. Furthermore, it

seems that the flow of smuggled coffee into Guatemala and Mexico has continued along the same lines as in recent years.

India - Farmers have completed 90% of the harvest and already sold around 45% of the new crop. Soluble producers actively covering in the internal market.

Ethiopia - Sales at ECX are significantly slowing down, with exporters limiting their buying activity as the minimum pricing scheme on FOB contracts poses a

serious challenge to registering export contracts. Most of the activity at ECX is focused on covering shorts for positions entered before the daily minimum price
was instituted at the end of February.

Uganda exports for Feb rose by 46% in Feb y/y. 472,994 bags were shipped compared to 323,182 bags in the same month last season.

It is hard to imagine that overall consumption will not be affected globally as, for example, in mature and traditional markets, such as Italy, coffee shops and

restaurants make a significant contribution to total disappearance of coffee. Those who are looking at the bright side believe that at-home consumption will
compensate for losses from out-of-home, but it seems unlikely that it will take place in the same proportion.

ICE Stocks fell by 2,178 bags last night, leaving us with 2,095,906 bags in exchange certified warehouses. There was 2,200 bags pending grading. In the
global stocks in the USA According to the GCA, we went to 6,519,347 bags, a decrease of 357,247 bags.
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This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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Arabica coffee futures prices in New York surged 570 point (+5.5%) on Wednesday bucking the general trend in financial markets. The most active

contract for May delivery closed at 108.30 cents after reaching an intraday high of 114.10 cents. One of the main reasons, apart from the possibility of a strike at
the port of Santos, was that the coronavirus has disrupted grading at the ICE Arabica Exchange, which prompted ICE to say that it can no longer ensure that the

sampling and grading process will be completed in time for the expiry of the May coffee futures contracts.

Chinese Industrial output tumbled by 13.5% and total retail sales plunged by 20.5% Y/Y in January and February, according to the National Bureau of

Statistics. The urban unemployment rate surged to 6.2% in February, the highest level ever reported, and fixed asset investment slumped by 24.5% (down from
5.4% in the prior period).
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